
AMI DAYS 32-36 8th Grade Math 

Instructions: 

1.Read the word problem.

2.Look at the Incorrect Work/Solution.

3. Identify the error and explain it.

4.Write the correct equation and solve.

5.Write the strategy you used.

See my example for visual instructions. (I did a different one)

Please reach out if you need help. Look for our weekly zoom 
information in your email. 

Miss yall, mean it, 
Ms. Jackson 
ajackson@lcs.k12.ar.us 



Name  ______________________________________      

Question # 3 
©Exceeding the CORE 

Error Analysis – ONE-STEP EQUATIONS 
Read the word problem. Look at the students work and solution.  Identify the error and describe it. Solve the problem correctly.  Then 

share a strategy this student could use to prevent the same error in the future.   

Charlotte’s ice skates cost $30.45 less than her skateboard.  Her ice skates cost $95.28.  How 
much did her skateboard cost?  Write and solve a subtraction equation. 

Incorrect Work/Solution Identify and Explain the Error 

b = the cost of the skateboard 

 b -30.45  =     95.28 
- 30.45     - 30.45

  b              =     64.83 

The skateboard cost $64.83. 

Correct Work/ Solution Share a Strategy 
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Name ______________________________________      

Question # 4 
©Exceeding the CORE 

Error Analysis – ONE-STEP EQUATIONS 
Read the word problem. Look at the students work and solution.  Identify the error and describe it. Solve the problem correctly.  Then 

share a strategy this student could use to prevent the same error in the future.   

Tanya has 12 less votes than Cynthia for class president.  
Write and solve a subtraction equation to find the number of votes for Cynthia. 

Incorrect Work/Solution Identify and Explain the Error 

 v = the number of votes for Cynthia 

  12 - v  = 15 
-12 -12
        v   =   3 
Cynthia received 3 votes. 

Correct Work/ Solution Share a Strategy 

Student Number of Votes 

Tanya 15 

Cynthia ? 
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